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OLSC merges
with OCRI

Outside the lines in defence and security
By James Bowen

izens from major threats. Unfortunately, as military theatre style operations leave the field and defence
becomes integrated with security, Canaditechnology
BILLION an
products and
FOR SAFETY services for the
defence and security market are not all they could
be.
Since 9/11, the consensus is that
the scenario of large relatively
equal opposing forces meeting
across a line from each other is
less likely to happen in the near future. Instead the opposing forces
are not only surrounding our military forces but, in some cases, are
intermingled with our forces, perhaps as contract workers or perhaps as not-so -innocent bystanders.
Terrorists are targeting civilians
and their property causing a major change in civilian emergency
response thinking. This has meant
that security of people, assets and
other capabilities are interlinked
with defence. Fortified castles,
Maginot lines and Berlin walls
don’t provide secure and defensible walls when the world has become a community. The very concept of security and defence is being redefined.
Carl Bond (elytra.com) with
over 25 years of experience in IT
security systems has seen not only a shift in requirements for defence and security but also a significant difference in US and Canadian response. Military operations

Recovery is
endangered
By Paul Park

n the last few years, there has
ttawa Centre for Research
been significant rethinking
I
O
and Innovation and the Otworldwide about how to protect cittawa Life Sciences Council announce plans to merge. The new
organization will have a combined
membership of 750 companies and
operate under the OCRI brand.
Jeffrey Dale, OCRI’s president
and CEO, will serve as president of
the pooled organization. Ken Lawless, currently head of the OLSC,
will become VP in charge of the life
sciences program. The amalgamated organization will be run
out of OCRI’s offices on Queensview Drive. “The
merger brings
together Ottawa’s leading
economic development agencies with one
purpose: to grow Ottawa’s life sciences and technology industries,
increasing quality of life for all of
Ottawa’s residents,” says Dale. “By
leveraging the strengths of each
organization, we will have an industry association that is more effective and more influential than either OCRI or OLSC would have
been — as separate organizations.”
The merger is expected to be finalized by October 1. OCRI recently inked an agreement with MaRS
Discovery District and Communitech — centres for innovation
and technology in Toronto and Waterloo, respectively — to jointly develop Ontario technology and accelerate its commercialization. “All
regions in Ontario will benefit
through the sharing of best practices and support for province-wide
initiatives,” says Dale.
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hat if they built an industry
and nobody came?
W
Leaders in Ottawa’s high-tech

$1.4

in Iraq and Afghanistan are focused on fast deployments and tactical situations with the soldier on
foot and in an urban setting. This
means a shift from straightforward
engagement in firefights to gathering, transferring, analyzing, and
accessing information. The issues
become disseminating information
in real time — with an expiry date

after which it is
no longer relevant — to the
right person — BILLION FOR
who may be
mobile and not OPERATIONS
be able to protect the information — in the right format.

$1.1
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sector are worried that they may
not be able to staff all the positions
being created as the industry rebounds from the slump at the beginning of the 21 st century. While
plenty of experienced workers are
available, business and education
leaders believe that declining enrolments in post-secondary technical courses will lead to a shortage of
recruits in the very near future.
Statistics Canada reports that
enrolment in university mathematics, computer and information sciences dropped from a high of 45,355
in 2001-02 to 43,720 in 2003-04. Anecdotal evidence indicates that the decline continues, with some courses
seeing 35% to 70% fewer students.
Bob Gillett, president of Algonquin
College, says “There is still little
confidence in young people or their
parents in technology as a career.”
Adding to the problem is that
those experienced workers who are
currently jobless or underemployed
may not have the skills needed for
the emerging marketplace. The
companies that are cur rently
springing up or revitalizing may
have a different focus than those
that existed five or six years ago.
“Although jobs are increasing, they
are not necessarily the same types of
jobs,” former Kanata mayor Marianne Wilkinson, currently chair of
the board of directors of the Ottawa
Training Initiative (OTI) says.
Back in March the Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation
(OCRI) released its Trends Opportunities and Priorities Report,
which found that over the next
decade there will not be enough
new recruits to replace the older
workers who are retiring. To combat this, OCRI is hoping to establish a project on entry level jobs.
Working with the industry and with
school boards, the group will provide information to students looking to enter the high-tech field.
One possibility to shore up the
shortfall would be to allow guest
workers to come from other nations
for short-term work. The federal government currently has a system in
place permitting agricultural workers to come and go as they please.
Other sectors of the economy have
been seeking similar waivers.
More, see Economic, P. 10
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right and that they should not
change it without serious consideration.
Even though Digital was often
praised for its overall approach to management, it always had an
organizational structure that was
hard to navigate — especially by
newcomers to the company.
In the late sixties, when sales
s I begin this article, I find myself waiting for a flight out of were about $60 million, it went to a
Boston’s Logan Airport on a Satur- structure in which all profit and loss
day evening, having attended a re- responsibility was delegated to produnion of some two thousand alum- uct line managers and they were
ni of Digital Equipment Corpora- supported by “functional” managers
tion from around the world at a col- — sales, marketing, R&D, manulege campus north of Boston. The facturing, etc. The system worked
mood was both joyful and somber extremely well and allowed the com— it was a joy to meet with old ac- pany to grow from sales of about $7
quaintances, many of whom were million when I joined it in 1963 to
the titans of the computer industry about $8 billion in 1986.
In any company, there is a need
some thirty years ago, but it was
sad to realize that Digital did not for a balance of power between the
exist anymore. In fact, neither of profit centres (in DEC’s case, the
my taxi drivers, who were in their product lines), the functions (the
late twenties I would guess, ever groups mentioned above) and the
heard of the company, even though areas (the regions and the subsidiaries). In Digiit was one of
largest employers “Canadian companies tal, that balance
was always being
in Massachusetts
do a relatively good shifted — some
for many years.
said to keep them
I decided to
job of organizing
all on their toes.
make this experience the subject of
themselves. They are The shifts were
never so dramatic
a SCAN column
because I am fre- careful to empower their that we could not
the script.
quently asked for
foreign managers in follow
In my opinion, the
my opinion of why
the company “lost particular because there fatal error was
when the
power” in its meis little or no market made
product lines were
teoric rise to starbasically disbanddom in the late
in Canada for their
ed and P&L reeighties and was
eventually taken products and services.” sponsibility was
given to the areas.
over by Compaq,
which in turn was taken over by Confusion reigned supreme and the
company never recovered from it.
Hewlett Packard.
It has been my experience that
Many theories have been put forward about how a company that Canadian companies do a relawas second only to IBM in com- tively good job of organizing themputer sales and had always been selves. Having ser ved on the
extremely profitable, could run in- boards of companies that were
to serious cash flow problems and large enough to experience the
have to seek refuge within another balancing problems, (e.g. Mitel
computer company. Some say it and Newbridge) I believe that they
was because it got into the micro- handled them very well. They are
computer business too late. (It was careful to empower their foreign
certainly a natural extension of the managers in particular because
company’s very lucrative mini- there is little or no market in Canacomputer business). Others say da for their products and services.
the company became arrogant and U.S. companies are getting better
at it as markets like China and Inbegan ignoring its customers.
A book on the subject entitled dia force them to be truly internaDEC is Dead; Long Live DEC was tional in their outlook.
At the DEC reunion, I heard the
written in 2003 by Ed Schien, a professor at the Sloan School of Busi- word “tragedy” used often. I believe
ness and a long-time advisor to the it is a tragedy that could have been
company. He examined the “DEC prevented if the company had been
culture” and concluded that while a little more careful in its organizait was conducive to a strong work tional decisions. The fundamental
ethic and innovation, it lacked what rule: if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
he called the “money gene” — that
the company was actually too focused on technical excellence and
not enough on making money.
I do not agree with any of the theories that I have heard or read. I
believe it was an organizational issue and the lesson that business
people should take away from it is to
ensure that they work hard at getting their organizational structure

In My Opinion

DENZIL DOYLE
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN AND AROUND OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY
Sanjay Belkhode
joins custom software developer
Macadamian as business development manager.
Sanjay comes to
Macadamian with
21 years in high
tech, including
nine years of sales
experience in
products and services and 12 years of technical experience in various roles. He has
held sales positions at Synopsys
Canada, Cadence Design Systems, Intrinsix and MOSAID Technologies. He holds a diploma in digital electronics engineering from Algonquin College. In his spare time,
Sanjay plays and teaches guitar, and
plays in a recreational hockey
league which he also manages.

Don Boudria,
former Liberal M.P. for the riding of
Glengarry-Prescott-Russell, has
joined the Ottawa
office of Hill and
Knowlton Canada
as a senior associate. During his political career, Mr.
Boudria served in a
number of senior
ministries and as leader of the government in the House of Commons.
Mr. Boudria will leverage his expertise in parliamentary procedures
and international affairs to advise
Canadian and foreign entities. He
holds a bachelor’s degree in history
from the University of Waterloo.

Lisa S. Brazeau
is appointed business development
manager at the Mergis Group,
where she will assist public and
private sector
clients looking for
consulting and
professional services in areas including information technology,
management and human resources. Lisa brings over 18 years
of IT and HR experience to the
Mergis Group, the professional recruitment and managed services
division of Spherion Corporation,
the fourth largest staffing company
in North America. Lisa was most
recently business development
manager at Ridge Falls House
(acquired by Si Systems last February). Prior to that, she was the
human resource manager for software developer Espial. Lisa studied psychology at uOttawa and human resource management at Algonquin. A board member of the
Ottawa Home Business Association of the National Capital Region since its founding in 1996, Lisa
is also a member OCRI, the Ottawa Chamber of Commerce and
tech industry advocacy group
CATAAlliance. Since 2005, Lisa
has been raising funds for the
Canadian Diabetes Association

by participating in their Team Diabetes Canada adventure
fundraising program, a commitment that requires she participate
in an international marathon. Last
year Lisa raised over $6,000 and
participated in her first partial
marathon (10K) in Honolulu. This
year, Lisa has her sights set on the
full marathon and is well on her
way to meeting her $6,300 fundraising requirement.

Ron Leslie
resigns as chief financial officer at
C-COM Satellite Systems but will
remain on the company’s board of
directors. Ron has been a parttime CFO since the company went
public in 2001. CEO Leslie Klein
says he expects to have a successor in place before the end of July.

John J. Roese
joins Nortel as CTO. An authority
on network convergence and
emerging technologies, Roese
will work closely
with
Nortel’s
R&D team. He
has almost 20
years of experience in the high
tech industry, and
has served as CTO of Broadcom

Corporation, Enterasys Networks and Cabletron. Roese
earned a BS in electrical engineering from the University of
New Hampshire. He will report directly to Nortel’s president and
CEO and will be based at company
headquarters in Ottawa.

Debi Rosati
joins the board of neuroLanguage
Corp. Founder of RosatiNet, Debi acts as a mentor, headhunter, investor and business advisor to
technology startups. She was a cofounder and CFO of tech startup
TimeStep Corporation, and
served as a general partner at
Celtic House. She also held senior
finance positions with Tundra,
Cognos, and BDO Dunwoody.

Michael Tortorello
is appointed vice-president of worldwide sales at Performance Technologies, a developer of communications platforms and
systems with Ottawa operations.
Mike was previously a senior sales executive
with
NYNEX and Sun Microsystems,
among other firms. Married for 25
years, he and his wife Nancy have

three boys. Mike’s interests include
musical theatre, symphony and
choral work. For a time he sang lead
in a barbershop quartet. Michael will
be working out of Rochester, NY.

Ryan Valley
joins Fuel Industries, an online gaming company, as director of technology accounts. Before coming to Fuel,
he was director of sales at Eurocom
Corporation. He has a degree in
marketing and advertising from Algonquin. Ryan spends his recreational hours on the golf course or
fishing on the waters of White lake
and Lake Ontario.

MultiCast Networks
Holdings Inc.,
a provider of video streaming
services, names Keith Parker as
president. Previously acting president, Keith also operates his own
consulting firm and has worked in
engineering, IT, and E-business
roles at Nortel, Intria-HP, General Motors and IBM Canada Limited. He holds a BS in systems design engineering from the University of Waterloo and is a certified
project management professional.
Keith has served as chairman of
both the Riverside South Community Association and the City

Kanatek celebrates in new quarters
“For example, when CIBC got
into derivatives, that opened up a
whole new world of regulation for
A silver anniversary has turned
them,” he remembers. “They
to gold for an Ottawa-area high-tech
needed a much greater system of
company. Kanatek is celebrating its
data storage and we were there to
25th anniversary by moving into new
provide it for them.”
offices in Kanata and making its
Kanatek is a privately-held compresence known across the country
pany, with no plans to go public. “One
and in other parts of the world.
of our competitors
Founded in
issued an IPO a
Bell’s Corners on
“One of our competitors issued an IPO a few
few years ago. It
August 1, 1981,
would be profitable
the firm has
years ago. It would be profitable by now if it
now if it didn’t
grown from a
didn’t have to spend so much money supplying by
have to spend so
small PC-based
much money suptechnology comall the detailed information that’s required.”
plying all the depany to a specialtailed information
ist in data storage and recovery. President Ter- reports that the firm currently em- that’s required,” Kell says. “Last year
ry Kell attributes Kanatek’s rapid ploys about 65 people, down from they spent nearly a million dollars hirexpansion the changing corporate the 100 or so it had before the tele- ing lawyers and accountants to vericom winter, but a world away from fy their information.”
landscape.
The old adage that “all work and
“Things like the Sarbanes-Oxley the half dozen, including Kell, who
Act [in the United States] have put started with Kanatek 25 years ago. no play makes Jack a dull boy”
Earlier this year the company seems to have been adopted by the
greater regulatory requirements
on corporations,” he notes. “Com- moved into new offices on Legget technology company. Last year
panies need to keep more com- Drive in the heart of high-tech al- Kanatek sponsored a trek up
ley, alongside other major players Mount Everest that featured the
plete records.”
Kanatek’s vice-president of sales like Hewlett-Packard, Alcatel and world’s highest hockey game. The
and professional services says im- Mitel. It also has offices in Toron- members of the expedition, including Kanatek employees,
proved technology has created to and Montreal.
Kell estimates that 90% of the played a match at over 17,000 feet
greater challenges for companies.
“In the old days, you’d do a pow- company’s business is in the do- above sea level. The company
erpoint presentation and keep it on mestic market, with the remaining managed the data system for the
your computer,” Fred Dimson portion usually being Canadian climbers, sending information
says. “Now, if you want to get the firms that expand into global mar- back to sponsoring institutions
word out to your staff, you send it kets. He says Kanatek has done such as the uOttawa and Ryerson
out 50 or 60 times. That’s a lot of work in 15 other nations. The ratio U in Toronto. Mementos of the
of Canadian to international pro- trek, including a hockey stick and
space you’re using.”
The company has been provid- jects can fluctuate, depending on photographs, are on display at corporate headquarters.
ing services to major corpora- the scope of the business.
By Paul Park

tions and gover nments for
decades. Nortel has been a customer for 22 years now. With the
telecom giant’s operations
spread across the globe, that requires enormous data storage capabilities.
Yet Kanatek manages to service
its clients with a compact crew. Kell

of Ottawa Roads and Cycling Advisory Committee. MultiCast recently appointed Geoff Snell as director of marketing and gave him
responsibility to develop and implement an integrated sales and
marketing strategy. Geoff was previously with the CBC, Image Video
and Leitch Technology. He holds
a degree in electronics technology
and another in computer applications,

Semiconductor
Insights,
as part of it’s recent realignment
and expansion, appoints each of
David Fraser, George Matta and
Van Thompson to
the newly created
position of principal. George has
been with SI since
1998, soon after
graduating from
uOttawa with a
bachelor degree in
electrical engi- David Fraser
neering. He plays
and coaches soccer, and enjoys
traveling. Van also
came to the company directly from
u n i v e r s i t y,
Queens, where he,
too, graduated George Matta
with a BS in electrical engineering
in 1998. He is an
avid sports fan
and plays basketball and baseball.
David was previously with Arrow
Electronics, JDS
Uniphase, Kubo- Van Thompson
ta Corporation, and Sumitomo
Electric Industries in Japan. He
earned a bachelor of science, honours, in mathematics and engineering from UBC. David enjoys
traveling, cycling and rock climbing.

Systemscope Inc.
hires Jane Stewart as a senior information management practitioner. Jane was previously director of information management at
Canada Business, where she was
responsible for the IM aspects of a
content management implementation. She has a master’s degree
in information science, and 15
years experience in the IM field.
Jane was given the Information
Management Community Recognition Award for her work with the
public sector CIO council’s XML
subcommittee. The company has
also hired consultants Linda Lee
and Kellen Greenberg. Linda,
with more then eight years experience in IM, has a master’s degree
in library and information science.
Kellen has been providing professional consulting ser vices to
clients in the federal, private and
not-for-profit sectors for the past
two years, since graduating from
Carleton.
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Researchers organize to realize region’s potential
he front-end investment needed by biotechnology startups
T
often scares investors away, but

tients who have suffered a heart attack,” he says. “Currently the therapeutic regimes only slow the furone venture capitalist says the ther degradation of the heart tissue.
city’s brain power regarding re- The StemPath drugs will actually
generative medicine has revolu- replace some of that damaged tissue. To say that they totally rebuild
tionary potential.
“Ottawa is a rich source of deal the heart is probably a bit generous,
flow,” says Jamie Stiff, principal but anything that restores function
with Toronto’s Genesys Capital and tissue to your heart muscle
Partners Inc. “From the life sci- clearly has advantages to what’s
ences perspective, there’s the currently state of the art.”
It’s this kind of development in reOHRI (Ottawa Health Research
Institute), the University of Ot- generative medicine that has entawa, Carleton and the NRC (Na- couraged Genesys to provide the
tional Research Council). Collec- funds needed to accelerate research
tively there’s an enormous amount to the next stage of development.
Stiff says Genesys has found reof research that goes on in Ottawa
and it’s good for us that it’s rela- peated success by providing funding for a number
tively untapped.”
of local biotech
StemPath Inc., a
“Ottawa is a rich
companies.
local biotech com“We were the
pany, recently ensource of deal flow.
first investors in
tered into a definitive agreement for Collectively there’s an StemPath, Ionalytics, Epocal
a $1 million private
enormous amount of and
Zelos — four
placement with
New Generation research that goes on successful comin the OtBiotechnology
in Ottawa and it’s panies
tawa area that
Funds. Genesys is
the manager of
good for us that it’s have shown some
significant
that family of funds.
Stiff says the work relatively untapped.” progress,” he
says. “We’re probbeing done by
StemPath towards developing pep- ably the most active seed investor
tide-based pharmaceuticals to stim- in life sciences in the Ottawa area.”
This financial support is crucial
ulate heart and skeletal muscle reto the development of emerging
generation is innovative.
“The company itself represents biotech companies and the evenan absolutely novel way to treat pa- tual success and marketing of the

pharmaceuticals they’re producing, says Jan Alfheim, president
of StemPath.
“The money was crucial for us
to move our company ahead to the
next level and towards clinical testing,” he says. “The key is to get
proof-of-concept data in different
large and small animal species so
that we can attract further investment in the company.”
StemPath was founded in 2002 by
two of the OHRI’s senior scientists
and the privately held company has
laboratory operations on the institute’s campus. It aims to become
the first pharmaceutical company
to specialize in therapeutic solutions that modulate the body’s natural regenerative capacity by replacing damaged tissues with new
tissues through the use of drugs.
Mr. Alfheim points out that along
with the difficulties associated with
attracting VC dollars, Ottawa companies are also encountering a
skills shortage when it comes to
staffing certain key positions.
“It’s a good environment for
building biotech, but the real issue
is finding enough of a base of personnel to develop the companies,”
he says.
Mr. Alfheim says he thinks this
shortage will have to change in order
to guarantee the success of the
biotech industry in the nation’s capital, but he points out that the area is

Dr. Worton says SCN has recfinally receiving recognition for its
accomplishments, which is leading ognized the difficulties faced by
Canadian reto more VC money
searchers in seand government
“It’s a good
curing funding
support. He says
and as a result,
the city’s reputaenvironment for
developed
a
tion will be further
enhanced with the building biotech, but unique company
last year to comopening of the
the real issue is
mercialize and
Stem Cell Refinding enough of build a strong
search Centre latindustry.
er this year.
a base of personnel biotech
“It created a
The centre is unnation-wide comder construction
to develop the
pany called Agand is expected to
companies.”
gregate Theraopen in August,
peutics because
says Dr. Ron Worton, CEO and scientific director of it’s an aggregation of scientists
from across the country,” he says.
the OHRI.
“It will be one of the top stem cell “The company then has access to
research centres in the country the intellectual property of almost
and it will house about 10 scientists all the research groups involved in
and their research staff, so proba- the network.”
The biotech industry is known
bly in the neighbourhood of 120
people,” he says. “We’ve had quite for once-promising startups that
a lot of success at the level of basic fail to find financing to advance
research and understanding stem their innovations, but Dr. Worton
cell processes in Ottawa. The thing says Aggregate is a bold, new apthat makes us most visible across proach that could become a modCanada is the fact we’re also the el for other technologies in Canacentre of the Stem Cell Network da.
He says Aggregate is designed
(SCN) in Canada, which includes
65-70 scientists across the country to help scientists bring their disall geared towards the develop- coveries together because it’s unment of stem cell therapeutics for likely that just one scientist or indegenerative disease.” (SCN is a stitution will have all the pieces of
federally-funded Network of Cen- the puzzle, especially in the field of
regenerative medicine.
tres of Excellence.)

March
gets
busy
through
June
Fed $$$ flow out for IT D

While government spending on
information technology remains
constant, the percentage available
to outside vendors is increasing.
That opens up more opportunities
for business. Following is the gist
of presentations and discussion at
an OCRI seminar May 29. About 75
people were there to hear speakers from the Enterprise Stewardship and Internal Services Strategies (ESISS) branch of Treasury
Board.
In each of the last three years
the feds have budgeted $5 billion
for IT. But the percentage of the
money that remains within the
government has been falling each
year. There is approximately $3.2
billion available for the marketplace to earn.
Government IT managers need
to learn about running common
services, since they do not have
experience in running IT for others.
One of the major initiatives will
be to synchronize services for the
more than 2,400 web sites the federal government currently operates. “Right now about 7% of the
services run in common. We think
we can get that to 50% (within the
next five years).”
Chuck Henry
The government is revising its
policy on IT. The new policy will
have to balance concerns over se4
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curity, privacy and the Access to
Information Act
Valerie Wutti
The government will be looking
for feedback from vendors on the
new statement. “We want you to
comment when we ask and we’re
going to be doing a lot more of
that.”
Gary Doucet
All three stress the need for communication among departments to
facilitate development of an improved IT strategy for the government. They also emphasize the
need for standards that all departments can subscribe to. The overall goal is to make it easier for citizens to communicate with government. To questions about who had
filed their taxes online or replied to
the census via the internet there
was a sizable show of hands.
Q. How can pilot projects be conducted effectively under the current system?
A. Most departments can initiate
smaller projects on their own. But
government is cautious about embracing each New Thing. While
VoIP is being hailed as the newest
improvement in the technology
world, it could actually be a step
backward for some offices. Many
departments have regional offices
that operate effectively with one
Centrex and several data lines. VoIP
could not improve upon that system.

igital video recorder maker
March Networks has got onboard with another large US transit operator.
The Port Authority of Allegheny County, in Pittsburgh, will deploy March’s IPbased digital surveillance system
in its fleet of
more than 1,000
buses to improve
security for passengers and employees.
“Transit authorities like the March CEO
Peter Strom
Port Authority of
Allegheny County require sophisticated mobile video solutions that
are manageable, efficient, and effective in ensuring top-level security and peace of mind,” says March’s
president and CEO, Peter Strom.
The March system was chosen
for of its wireless capabilities,
which allow video retrieval without
removing vehicles from service,
and for its management software,
which enables the authority to
monitor and manage every video
recorder throughout the fleet.
“The new March Networks
transportation solution is unmatched when it comes to wireless
technology, management capability, and quality,” says Strom. “It
meets and exceeds the most stringent requirements of large transit
authorities from around the world.”

In late-May, Orange County retain many of the approximately
Transportation Authority, one of 50 Trax employees in Scottsdale.
The purchase strengthens
California’s largest transit operators, selected March surveillance March’s security offerings for the retail sector, which the comequipment to combat vanpany has been pursuing
dalism and improve cusaggressively. The compatomer service.
March has since rolled MARCH ny is currently installing
out an upgraded version REVENUES surveillance equipment in
more than 600 outlets of an
of its transit surveillance
system, and trumpeted C O M E unnamed US retail detwo more contracts with F R O M partment store. Deals with
Wal-Mart, March’s largest
American transit systems
(Palm Beach County, WAL-MART customer, accounted for
42% of the company revFlorida and the Niagara
Frontier Transit Authority in Buf- enue in fiscal 2006.
March predicts revenue for the
falo, New York).
The March system includes a fiscal year ended April 30, 2007 will
digital video recorder mounted in be somewhere between $97 mila bus or subway car that can lion and $107 million, an increase
of more than 30% over
record images from up to
12 cameras and store as REVENUE last year. Earnings, however, will hover around
much as 90 days worth of
fiscal 2006 levels as the
video. The company ’s
company invests heavily
earlier version of the system had inputs for eight IN 2006. in R&D and expands its
international presence.
cameras.
2006 revenues jumped
Early in June, March
79% over the previous
announced it was acquiring Scottsdale, Arizona- EXPECTED year, despite losing $4.5
million due to the inbased Trax Retail Solutions, a manufacturer of IN 2007 creased value of the
Canadian dollar. Profits
software for retail theft
prevention and store operations. from continuing operations were
March agreed to pay approxi- $20.6 million or $1.22 a share, up
mately US$7.5 million for Trax’s as- 201% from 2005 levels. In the
sets, two-thirds of which will be dis- fourth quarter, March earned $6
bursed in cash with an option to million or 34 cents a share, an incover the balance in cash or com- crease of 113%. Revenues in the
mon shares. March says it plans to period were $21.4 million.

42% OF

UP 79%

30%
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
Tech behind hot /
local economy
The national capital’s resurgent
technology industry is one of the
main propellants driving the fastest
growing economy in Canada. According to the Metropolitan Economic Activity Index, published by
CIBC World Markets, the OttawaGatineau region’s economy has
surged into the top spot just a year
after showing the fourth-slowest
rate of growth among the 24 metropolitan areas studied. The report also indicates that new jobs in government and service industry also
have contributed to Ottawa’s impressive turnaround. Based on nine
economic indicators that are
weighted to reflect their importance
to the economy, the index measures
the change in the level of activity, or
momentum, in a given city. Economic indicators include job growth,
population growth, value of non-residential buildings, and bankruptcy
rates. “Ottawa is not the best in anything,” says Benjamin Tal, a CIBC
World Markets economist, “but on
a consistent basis, it is up there in almost all of them.” In related news,
OCRI recently reported that high
tech employment in Ottawa is just
shy of that during the boom. The report by Ottawa’s leading economic
agency went on to say that although
the record-low rate of unemployment is good for the economy overall, Ottawa’s high tech sector is
about to experience a severe skilled
labour shortage.

Tundra reports,
continues to shop
Tundra Semiconductor revenue
for Q4 was $19 million, up 10% over
the same period
last year. Profit
was $2.6 million,
or 13 cents a
share, a 92% increase from 2005.
However full fiscal-year results
were less positive, Tundra CEO
with pro forma Jim Roche
earnings sinking to $8.9 million,
down from $10.4 million a year ago.
Revenues were $74.5 million, compared to $79.6 million in the 2005 fiscal year. The company is forecasting revenue of between $21 million
and $23.5 million in the current
quarter, and expects earnings to
range between nine and fifteen
cents a share. Tundra recently announced it will pay up to US$14 million in cash and shares for Silicon
Logic Engineering of Eau Claire,
Wisconsin. Tundra’s CEO, Jim
Roche, says the acquisition gives
the Ottawa chipmaker the expertise it needs to move into the server market, and will generate new
revenues in the range of $2 million
to $2.3 million per quarter. The deal
is the third for Tundra since April,
when it acquired Ottawa-based Potentia Semiconductor. In May, it
bought Alliance SSBU of Santa
Clara, California.

ploded, are now floating in the $1.40
range. Some analysts see Skippen’s hiring as coup for Wi-LAN,
and expect to soon see renewed investor interest in the company.
His first order of business will be to
create a farsighted team like the
one he managed at MOSAID, which
included market and technology researchers, and patent acquisition
experts who built a reputation for
anticipating market demands.

Profs revved by
research funding
EcoVu launches at luncheon
Biotech startup EcoVu Analytics
releases its research and performance results at BioEntrepreneurs Luncheon hosted by the Ottawa Life Sciences Council
(OLSC). Ray Novokowsky, president and CEO of EcoVu Analytics, reviews the company’s patented technology for an international delegation of business leaders
and scientists. According to Novokowsky, EcoVu’s new technology can detect contaminants in water up to parts per quadrillion levels, one million times more sensitive than current detection techniques. The technology also allows water analysis in hours in-

Pronexus platform
gets lift from Rotary
Telephony software developer
Pronexus Inc. delivers its first order of veoMobile to Rotary Lift of
Madison, Indiana, a manufacturer of lifts for vehicle service bays.
A subsidiary of the Dover Corporation, Rotar y is using the
speech-enablement platform to
replace its paper-based system for
managing work orders for repairs
and installations. veoMobile allows Rotary’s network of over 300
authorized installers to update
work orders in real time with a
simple phone call. Formed in 1993,
Pronexus currently has 33 employees.

Mitel gets call from
Seiko Epson
Mitel’s networked IP business communications have been selected by
Seiko Epson for three of the imaging technology giant’s subsidiaries
in South America. In other news, Mitel recently opened its mid-west regional headquarters in Chicago. The
facility houses a fully-equipped solutions showcase that demonstrates
Mitel’s product portfolio. The office
employs about 25 sales and marketing personnel. A recent report issued by industry research firm InfoTech found that Mitel has surpassed Avaya to claim top spot in
the small and medium business
market for IP telephony in the US.
According to InfoTech, the SMB
market is expected to grow at a
faster rate than the large enterprise

stead of days, giving EcoVu a distinct competitive edge in a world
of increasingly strict regulations,
concerns over water safety, food
safety, and bioterrorism. EcoVu’s
development has been assisted by
the OLSC. “Through an ongoing
series of workshops designed to
bring together the photonics and
life science industries, the OLSC
will continue to play an instrumental role in the growth of the
company,” says Steve Sharp,
EcoVu’s VP of finance. “The
OLSC helped identify key markets, contacts and support, all of
which continue to drive the development of the technology.”
market and will amount to 43% of total shipments by 2010.

Precarn invests in
local companies
Two local companies receive a portion of the $2.3 million in funding that
Ottawa-based technology incubator
Precarn Inc. is investing in smallbusinesses developing intelligent information and communications
technology. Some of non-profit Precarn’s cash will go to Dipix Technologies Inc., which has partnered
with uOttawa and Sons Bakery of
Brampton to develop an intelligent
system for automated food inspection. Biopeak Corp. will also receive
Precarn funding. Collaborating with
the Diabetes Clinic of Smiths Falls
and the uOttawa, Biopeak is developing a non-invasive glucose monitor that will deliver the accuracy of
existing monitors without the pain
and inconvenience that can discourage diabetics from monitoring
glucose levels as closely as they
should.

Wi-LAN moves here
to land its new boss

uOttawa professors Stavros
Tavoularis and Bertrand Jodoin
receive $300,000 from Pratt and

Whitney Canada for research into gas turbine design and performance in aircraft engines. If additional backing from NSERC is
secured, total funding will be
nearly $500,000. Tavoularis and
his team will employ new computer simulations of turbine designs, allowing for virtual prototyping. Jodoin’s team will continue its innovative work on compressor blades at the front of jet
engines. “The funding is great
news for the university and the
graduate students on the team,”
says Jodoin. “We can now keep
these students here [until they
are] highly skilled engineers
ready for the workplace.”

New employees.
Business changes.
New software.
New locations.
Process changes.

Need an Application Training Partner?
Look to Capital Technology Partners.
Get the most out of your application with fast, flexible
training solutions tailored to your business needs.
The training experts at Capital Technology Partners have been
designing, producing, and delivering courseware for both
packaged and proprietary applications for over 10 years.
Our services include
· Needs analysis
· Course design and delivery
· Customized materials
· Measurement and assessment
· Bilingual instruction

Delivery options include
· e-learning
· Instructor-led training
· One-on-one sessions
· Train the trainer

Get your software working harder for you today.
Call 1-866-987-2005 or
e-mail us at training@ctpartners.ca
ctpartners.ca

Wi-LAN Inc. agrees to shift its
base of operations from Calgary to
Ottawa to accommodate new CEO
and uOttawa alumnus Jim Skippen. A patent expert who served
as MOSAID’s senior VP of patent
licensing as well as general counsel for almost ten years, Skippen
will be dealing with huge expectations from Wi-LAN investors. Company shares, which hit a high of
around $94 before the bubble imnational capital SCAN, July 2006 5

TECH VENTURE CHALLENGE

TVC helps turn plans to profits
2006: Peter Harlick and
Rodrigo Serna
(eco2tech@sympatico.ca)

2004: Brad Whitehead and
Elliott Gillespie,
Ankora Technologies
(www.ankoratech.com/)
2003: Dragoslav Culum and
Vincent Ng, Okulus
Networks
(www.okulus.com)
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2000: Vinai Kashyap and
Gordon Lo, Kelsar
(www.suitesonline.com)

Peter Harlick (left) and Rodrigo Serna, winners of this year’s TVC

Justin Cole,
Kamaeleon Soundworks
(www.ksoundworks.com/team.html)

Richard Timmons
president
Guildline Instruments Limited

Clement Lo, Nextraville
(www.nextraville.com)

Lance Laking
president and CEO
BTI Photonics
Allan Wille
president and CEO
Serence

Geoff Waddington,
Real Decoy
(www.realdecoy.com/)
and Effectivesite.com
(www.effectivesite.com/)
Yasser Abed (left) started Movein.ca just over three years ago, not long
after pitching the company plan at TVC. Although not among the winners,
Abed nevertheless parlayed his online real-estate proposition into a viable operation. “I studied all the competition, then implemented some of
my ideas, such as the phone number search, email notifications and virtual tours. The website is set to support all of Canada and I’ve had sales
in Halifax and Toronto, where I ship my signs via Canada Post. I’ve been
getting many offers from companies in the US wanting to buy a copy of
Movein.ca.”

Richard White
president and CEO
Elliptic Semiconductor

Jean-Luc Cooke,
CertainKey Cryptosytems
(www.certainkey.com/)

The whole Ellistar gang (left to right): Mike Britton, senior design engineer and
co-founder; Fiona Shearer, digital systems design engineer; Andrea Dezan, administrative assistant; Eliane Belanger, analog systems designer; and Jim Pedersen, company president and co-founder. Eliane and Fiona are holding the company’s first analog radar prototype.

Henry Tang, Invotrax
(www.invotrax.com/)
Norm Filiol, Kaben Research
(www.kabenresearch.com/)

By Greg
Patterson

team from
University
A
of Ottawa took

Vinai Kashyap (left) and Gordon Lo, winners of the inaugural TVC.

TVC’s founder, Luc Lalande

Dan Trepanier,
president and CEO,
Quake Technologies

Yasser Abed, MoveIn.ca
(www.movein.ca/)

2002: Jim Pedersen and
Mike Britton,
Ellistar Sensor Systems
(www.ellistar.com)

Ellistar’s president Jim Pedersen: “The cynics among us in the Ottawa technology circles
have noted that there are no investors who will stake a large cash sum on promising technology development. Ottawa investors are only really interested in technology sales. We at
Ellistar have borne the brunt of that reality, having seen investors on the judges’ panels lavish us with praise at our competition victories only to see them give us an icy reception when
we asked for equity cash to fund our technology development. But it is to all of our credit
that despite the challenge of living amidst this cool plate of local investors, we have toughed
it out and achieved our first sales without them.”

Richard Deboer
president and CEO,
Galazar Networks

Jason Staples,
Edigenous Technology
(www.edigenous.com/)

2005: Gord Allan,
ColdClock Semiconductor
(www.coldclock.com/)

2001: No competition

Mentors

Non-winners who
have built enduring
companies

Past winners

Richard Timmons has been mentoring
Jim Pedersen named his company for Carleton teams from the beginning. He has
his daughter, Ellis. Here she is with one helped take three business plans to the
podium, including that of Ellistar.
of their products, a custom antenna.

home top prize in this
year’s Technology Venture
Challenge (TVC), a business plan competition which
included entries from 29 other student teams from
colleges and universities across Eastern Ontario.
In the first round, each team submitted a threepage plan. A third of the submissions were chosen to move on to the semi-finals. The 10 remaining teams were then matched with CEOs and entrepreneurs who mentored them through the
pitch-development stage.
In the finals, two teams from Carleton University and the uOttawa contingent pitched their proposal to a panel of judges, in front of an audience
comprised of venture capitalists and entrepreneurs at Ben Franklin Place in Nepean.
uOttawa team leaders Peter Harlick and Rodrigo Serna walked away with $10,000 in prize money, on the merits of their proposal and technology
called Amino-sorb, a breathing apparatus for use
underwater, in space or for medical applications.
Plans for Scheduled Assistant for Medication
(SAM) and Ekkobuilt, presented by the runnersup, won $5,000.
Harlick says he and his partner will continue to
develop their prototype, which they hope to have
ready to show to prospective investors within a
year. Then they’ll start looking for the $5 million
Harlick says they’ll need to launch the product he
and Serna have been working on since 2000.
“If we get the financing in place,” says Harlick,
“we’ll have a company breaking even in four to
five years.”
The brainchild of Luc Lalande, director of the
innovation transfer office at Carleton, TVC was
modeled on competitions held at MIT and Stan-

ford, which are recognized as two of the top business plan contests in the world. A man with an
avowed passion for cultivating the local high tech
scene, Lalande conceived of TVC as a way to “encourage students to act on their ideas, start up
companies and grow their business in Ottawa.”
When Terry Matthews’ venture capital outfit
Celtic House came on board as TVC’s first sponsor, Lalande had an expression for his passion.
This year’s challenge was its sixth running since
2000 (the competition was cancelled in 2001, when
Lalande was sidelined with an aneurysm).
SuitesOnline.com, a model of a virtual office website, took the $10,000 prize in the inaugural TVC
(then called Celtic House Technology Venture
Challenge), beating out 17 other entries.
Celtic House CEO Andrew Waitman said at the
time that the judges’ decision was based on the
low-risk profile of the winning business plan.“We
think a lot about risk,” he said.
After securing funding from a US angel,
SuitesOnline founders Vinai Kashyap and Gordon Lo were able to develop and deploy SuitesOnline.com, which enables employees from remote or
dispersed offices to collaborate using Internetbased applications. In 2005 they enhanced the site
with features that allow mid-sized companies to
do accounting and bookkeeping online.
SuitesOnline now has operations in India and
has partnered with accounting firms in Ottawa
and Toronto.
“Looking back, I think the most valuable lesson
I learned from the competition is that a good
business has to innovate and adapt constantly
to changing times,” says Kashyap. ”I also learned
that while feedback from advisers can be helpful,
it’s important not to let the ideas of others turn
you from your focus. Be flexible but resolute.”
A proposal for a vehicle-mounted pedestrian
detection apparatus came out on top at the 2002 installment of TVC, besting two teams from Queen’s
University in the finals.

Major sponsors

Telus
RBC
OCE Inc.
BDC
The Car- Carleton University
leton team University of Ottawa
of Jim Ped- Labarge Weinstein
ersen, Mike KPMG
B r i t t o n , Smart & Biggar
Eliane Be- Celtic House Venture Partners
langer and
Fiona Shearer
has since gone on
to form Ellistar Sensor Systems, which specializes in low-power,
short-range pulse radar systems for vehicle safety and traffic monitoring applications. They now
have wideband radar system sales in three countries and are on track to get to mass market sales
by year’s end.
The inspiration for the business idea dates back
to 4th September 1999, when Jim’s daughter Ellis
(for whom the company is named) was backed
over by a minivan and nearly killed. She was 15months old at the time. While waiting in hospital
for what turned out to be good news on her condition, Jim sketched the first ever design iteration of
the Ellistar on a coffee shop napkin. That sketch
became the basis for the first prototype.
The TVC victory was the second in a ‘threepeat’
for Ellistar and Pedersen who, a month earlier,
won OCRI’s Student Entrepreneur of the Year
award. In March 2003 Ellistar took top honours in
Carleton’s Wesley Nicol Business Plan Competition.
Pedersen credits his team’s success at TVC in
part to the mentorship of Richard Timmons,
founder of DOMUS Software, SAGUS Security
and Intelligent Photonics Control.
“We were blessed with local phenom Richard
Timmons,” he wrote on his website after winning
TVC. “[His] ‘real-life’ mentoring paid big dividends.
Ellistar extends a gracious thank-you to Richard
and the rest of the local volunteers for the Tech
Venture Challenge, who have given us an outstanding learning experience.”
national capital SCAN, July 2006 7

IDC: Making waves from Vegas to Afghanistan
fits time and time again,” says Gary
Carter, IDC’s CTO and acting VP
n late April, International Data- of sales & marketing. “The Onecasting won a NAB2006 “Pick Touch solution adds real-time feedback of the particHit” award with
ipant’s progress
its SFX2100 One“IDC is in an
and establishes a
Touch appliance
higher level of acat the National
emerging market
countability by
Association of
crying out for
tracking their atBroadcasters
convention in Las
investment to grow tendance, something terribly imVegas.
SFX2100 deliv- new business models.” portant in today’s
business training
ers high quality
video and audio content, and fea- and certification objectives.”
At about the same time IDC was
tures an integrated one touch site
controller to drive interactive key- picking up the award in Vegas, it
pads for two-way communication. was also being honoured here at
“Live satellite-based distance home, winning in the category of
learning has demonstrated its ef- Service Company of the Year at the
fectiveness and cost savings bene- 11th annual OCRI Awards.

By Greg Patterson
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ing storyline, an international cast
of characters, shady dealings and
a case of mistaken identity, the
tale of IDC’s backward step from
the brink has all the makings of a
compelling detective story.
“I was sitting quietly at my desk,
minding my own business, when
the phone rang,” Denny relates in
a matter-of-fact tone. With over 45
years in the high tech industry, he
has seen it all, heard all the anecdotes and features in his fair share
of them. “It was a representative
from ASCII looking to unload the
IDC’s teleport
facility in Ottawa
company. They’d reached me while
trying to find another guy named
IDC’s teleport service provides
Doyle, a chartered accountant.”
IDC CEO
the infrastructure and maintenance
ASCII was looking for B r i a n
Ron Clifton
for Canadian Forces Radio and
Doyle, a respected Ottawa finanTelevision, which delivers news,
cial consultant and trustee in banksports, entertainment, and special
ruptcy. Somehow the caller ended
events programming to Canadian
up speaking instead with Denny,
Forces stationed abroad. Broadcast
who set about using his sizeable
in real-time from IDC’s Ottawa telepowers of persuasion to convince
port facilities, the service delivers
ASCII to let him take a crack at
one channel of video in English, one
turning the company around.
in French and content from sever- ment to launch a nationwide netASCII agreed, and Denny
al Canadian radio stations..
work. And while at NAB2006 the presided over the subsequent com“There is no doubt that this ser- company announced it had re- pany shakeup, as a consultant (he
vice has proven to be very valuable ceived an order for 400 DVB-S2 re- has since been made chairman, in
for our troops,” says Ron Clifton, ceivers from Access Integrated 1997). He proceeded to draw up a
president and CEO of IDC. “[It] is Technologies, IDC’s largest digi- new business plan, assembled a
extremely popular because it helps tal cinema deal to date.
board of hardened executives and
the troops to stay informed about
“The leading provider of digital hired Hugh Mullington, the renews and issues back home, as well cinema software and services,” Ac- cently retired CEO of the Canadias providing them with high value cessIT will distribute the satellite an Commercial Corporation, as
entertainment to keep their morale receivers to locations across the president.
high while stationed overseas.”
United States and Canada for siOne of the first orders of business
When not collecting hardware for multaneous broadcast of feature for the restructured company was to
its trophy case, IDC is shipping films and other content to theatres. recover $600,000 in receivables from
home-manufactured
a company in Tulsa,
products to cusWith a twisting storyline, an international cast Oklahoma. The dealtomers around the
turned-sour was the
of characters, shady dealings and a case of
world. In Europe, dislatest in a line of mistribution is handled
calculations
by
mistaken
identity,
the
tale
of
IDC’s
backward
by PROFLine B.V.,
ASCII-appointed
IDC’s wholly owned
step from the brink has all the makings of
management and the
subsidiary and portal
catalyst for the coma
compelling
detective
story.
to the continent.
pany’s seeking to put
PROFLine reIDC in receivership.
cently filled an order for Belgian
“We selected IDC’s receivers after ASCII had all but written off the debt,
commercial broadcaster Radio rigorous testing,” said B. Scott Cas- but Denny and Mullington wouldn’t
Contact, which is overhauling its sell, CTO of AccessIT’s digital me- let it go and demanded payment.
satellite radio network, replacing dia services division. “We have been They threatened the delinquent comoutdated technology with new dig- very pleased with the performance of pany with legal action and, after six
ital video broadcasting equipment. the product and the level of support months of legal maneuvering beyond
”We are delighted that Radio we have received from IDC.”
the walls of a courtroom, induced the
Contact selected us to provide our
IDC’s road to success was an im- Tulsans to cough up.
next generation technology for probable journey for an erstwhile
“It was quite an achievement, betheir new network,” Clifton en- Japanese company, whose mis- cause they had really dug in their
thused while news of the sale steps since opening shop in 1984 heels from the beginning,” says Denbroke. “They are one of the largest led to its standing at insolvency’s ny. “And when we got the money
radio networks in Belgium and door 10 years later.
back we finally had some cash flow.”
their business is important to us.”
In 1994 International DatacastTwo years after Denny received
The acquisition of Netherland- ing was largely owned by Tokyo- that misplaced call, IDC was in the
based PROFLine late last year headquartered ASCII Corpora- black.
opened numerous new markets for tion and was being led by a young
Unfortunately, the company didIDC’s products and services; the Japanese manager who, in a for- n’t quite go on from here to live
company now has an established eign business culture in a foreign “happily ever after.” Like hundreds
network of distribution and instal- land, was in over his head.
of other companies in Ottawa, IDC
lation partners in more than 75
“The fellow had difficulty com- took it on the chin when the tech
countries.
municating,” recalls SCAN colum- industry collapsed.
IDC employees (50 in Ottawa and nist Denzil ‘Denny’ Doyle. Den“IDC is in an emerging market
15 in the Netherlands) are busier to- ny, who has had a hand in the suc- crying out for investment to grow
day than at anytime in IDC history, cess of numerous tech companies, new business models, like broadtrying to comply with new trans- would soon ride to the aid of the band digital cinema, syndicated TV
mission standards, environmental foundering firm.
and distance learning, but the capregulations and meeting a stream
The circumstances that led ital is slowly coming back,” says
of orders for customers new and old. Denny to IDC, recounted by vari- Clifton. “We’re seeing the media
The company recently shipped ous Ottawa newspaper scribblers starting to scramble to transition
its SuperFlex datacasting system from time to time, have become to IP standards and, with a little
to Ecuador, where repeat customer the stuff of legend in the capital’s luck, we’ll be there with the right
Radio y Television used the equip- business community. With a twist- products when they come calling.”

We get it.
First.
SCANsite
now open

24/7
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Drawing outside… from P. 1
After 9/11 the US government search laboratories. While highcreated the Department of Home- er-level security issues are still
land security, based on the premise handled internally by military
that defence and security consti- R&D, lower level solutions are
tute a multi-departmental issue. sought from industry.
Government drives the speciHere in Canada, Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness fications. Industry delivers comCanada (psepc-sppcc.gc.ca) was mercial solutions. The result is a
created in 2003 to ensure coordi- strong US industry that provides
nation across all federal depart- made-in-the-USA solutions to the
ments and agencies responsible American military and then offor national security, with a man- fers to export these solutions to
allied countries.
date ranging from
are not doing
natural disasters
“Technologies that We
nearly as well in
to crime and terrorism. This multienhance speed of Canada, Bond
says. We have a
faceted approach
to defence and se- response, information weaker industry
developing
curity was used
flow, collaboration for
commercial
again in 2005 to reshape the military.
and understanding products for
Canada as well
The new plan
of situations are
as one that has
gives
military
more difficulty
commanders in
in demand.”
fending off comeach major region
petition from US
of Canada authority over all military resources with- companies on the world market.
in their region. This new authority Moreover, “we don’t support staris intended to enable them to re- tups in Canada,” says Bond,
spond more quickly to natural or “even for an industry that can
man-made catastrophes including help protect the nation.”
Nevertheless, the spillover efterror attacks, floods and ice
fect from 9/11 did encourage some
storms.
In the United States there is industrial sectors to add security
general recognition that US com- to their focus. In December 2005,
panies can provide commercial the Canadian Defence Industries
solutions to many of the coun- Association (CDIA) renamed ittry’s defence and security needs. self the Canadian Association of
Over the last few decades, in- Defence and Security Indusdustry has become more knowl- tries. CADSI (defenceandsecuriedgeable and has a greater R&D ty.ca) represents 430 member
capability in many technical ar- companies that employ over
e a s t h a n d o g o v e r n m e n t r e - 70,000 and generate $7 billion in

Fortified castles, Maginot lines and Berlin
walls don’t provide secure and defensible
walls when the world has become a community.
The very concept of security and defence
is being redefined.
one-on-one. A machine identifies
one person inputting her biometric data. A many- on-many
situation, where different devices are attempting to identify
a person in a crowd, is a different challenge. Page’s market intelligence shows that Canada
has a strong position in several
annual revenues. Tim Page, the technologies such as sensors,
association president, figures that advanced materials and biomettechnologies that assist intelli- rics. We also have strong posigence, communications and iden- tion in services that rely on adtity assurance are hot items. In vanced technologies such as inthe 2006 budget, the federal gov- vestigative forensics and surernment said it would allocate veillance.
“New kid on the block Techno$1.4 billion for public safety and
security, and an additional $1.1 pole Defence and Security —
TDS (technopoleds.org),
billion over two years to
formed in the autumn of
the military.
2005, is a non-profit orgaIn June, major capital
equipment orders for the BILLION nization, its mission is to
military (ships, copters, FOR MILITARY assist in the growth of the
Canadian defence and seplanes, trucks) were ancurity industry and to
nounced, valued at $15
help take innovations to
billion.
Identity assurance is a topic the world market. TDS has rethat has gained relatively high- cently opened an office in Ottawa.
er importance over the last sev- Gilles Dupont of TDS says that
eral years. Within an organiza- TDS will bridge the gap between
tion identity, access and security technology innovators, governhave been linked for some time. ment and marketplaces.
There are tech companies in
Now it has become important to
identify people in general in pub- Ottawa participating in both the
lic areas. In a corporate setting national and international maridentity controls can be activated kets. Allen-Vanguard Corpora-

$15

EQUIPMENT

tion (allen-vanguard.com) is
Canada’s first publicly traded
company focussed on producing
security related sur veillance
equipment and robots. L ast
month it announced an multi-million dollar deal with a European
country.
Med-Eng (med-eng.com) is a local success story a quarter century old with its origins in the service
industry. It changed direction and
grew to become world leader in
personal protective systems. With
sales in over 140 counties, MedEng has expanded from blast suits
into a variety of related products
such as remote handling of explosives and crowd management
equipment.
A tradeshow in Ottawa in September intends to bring together government, defence and security organizations. Organized
by Te c h N e t N o r t h (technetnorth.com), presentations will
highlight the role of technology
in information sharing, situational awareness and information dissemination through wireless technology.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC
is an Ottawa technology entrepreneur and Adjunct Professor at
the University of Ottawa’s School
of Management.

Recovery endangered… from P. 1
“You’re going to be seeing the
government devote a lot of time to
this in the next session of Parliament,”
one immigration
department insider
predicts to SCAN.
OTI executive director Gary Davis
reports that more
companies are approaching the association seeking
workers for jobs
which have not
been advertised
widely. The organization hosted a oneday session in late June on trends in
technology. Panelists at the meeting had generally good news for

those seeking employment but
warned about hurdles in the
process.
Improved communication
among the interested parties is vital. The industry
must tell educators what the current and future
demands for the
high-tech sector
are. In the past
couple of years
security has skyrocketed to the
top of the list for
companies. But too many of the
skilled workers and recent graduates
are trained in older disciplines.

A Buddhist proverb
states, “When the
pupil is ready, the
teacher appears.”
Unfortunately it cannot be said that when
the graduate is ready,
the job will appear.

Letter to the Editor
To: Editor
Re: Alcatel-Lucent merger (Vol.
1, No. 4, May 2006)
You need to check the math on
the combined workforce of Alcatel-Lucent where you write it to
be 900,000 total combined. It is
more likely an added zero typo
(but I believe it to be less than
90,000) … as [the numbers for]
both companies came from
Worldwide #’s of 120,000 and
10
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90,000 employees in the boom
times of 1999-2000.
How many employees will
the combined company have? At
the end of 2005, Alcatel had 58,000
employees and Lucent 30,200. The
combination is creating a workforce of about 88,000, before any
restructuring.
Allan Davidson
PMC Sierra Inc.
Regional Sales Manager
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Lumenera cameras to achieve
faster assembly speeds,
with better quality,
at a lower overall
cost for the end
customer. For the
OEM, the system installation is simplified,
and the costs are lower.
Market-driven responsiveness
— Lumenera also has technology
partners to meet certain client
needs. For the security market
they established a deal with ObjectVideo of Reston, Virginia, to include embedded video analytics,
thus creating an intelligent security camera, able to identify movement of people or objects, and generate an alarm.
As Dunphy comments, “We are
also working
with Texas Instruments to
develop our next
generation DSP
products, as well
as National Instruments creating software
drivers to facilitate integration
with their LabView software ,
which is a popular product in
the industrial
market.”
About “Marketing” — Lumenera was a pioneer in the industrial
digital camera market, but really

65 people, and continues to be selffinanced. What are the keys to finding a market and product idea that
can perform like that? How do you
get market traction quickly?
To get some insights, I talked
with Greg Bell,
VP of business
development,
and
Claudia
Dunphy, marketing & communications manager.
From the beginning, the Lumenera founders
sought a way to
enter a new market with no outside investment.
Along with Bell,
founders included Kevin Mayer
CTO,
Huw
Leahy, president, Andrew Nelson,
hardware design, and Simon
Tardif, senior software engineer.
Market opportunity identification — Opportunities can be found
at the intersection of new trends,
in this case both market needs and
technology were changing fast.
Coming from their backgrounds in
the imaging industry, the founders
started with the broad “imaging”
category, and did primary market
research to identify unaddressed
markets. They looked at what larger players were doing and found
some gaps (customers unserved
by the larger players). Then they
did a lot of persistent outbound
sales initiatives to find lead customers and refine the product definition. Knowing who the main
competitors would be for the new
“industrial digital” application category, they found a path that would
serve as a defensible market entry. They established a position
that Lumenera would design and
manufacture digital cameras for
industrial, scientific, and security
applications.
Channel-driven whole product
— “We jumped into digital cameras
four years ago,” Bell says, “when
industrial applications were still
using analog cameras. We helped
migrate them to digital.” The initial strategy was to sell to OEM
customers that have domain expertise and presence in various
complex niche markets. For example a company that makes factory automation equipment, such
as a “pick and place” machine for
assembly operations, can use

“Many new
companies miss the
chance to sit in front
of a prospect and
fully understand their
needs. We did it,
and found several
untapped new
markets.”

excelled at getting to OEM buyers
early, establishing leadership as a
company with a strong value
proposition. Also, as Bell comments, “We are strong believers in
marketing pull,
rather than coldcalling. We’ve always spent more
dollars with online marketing
than traditional
media communications
and
events. Our goal
is to make sure
all vision-related
product designers in our target
segments will
find Lumenera
when they look
for cameras. And
then, by working with an OEM
partner, we leverage their domain
expertise in various sectors.” The
unique factor is that these customers have complex applications,
and off the shelf standard cameras
(e.g. consumer cameras from Sony
or JVC) do not do the job. Hence
the Lumenera marketing message always includes an offer to
customize.
Lead Customers — When
asked about how they got the first
OEM deal, Bell says “Many new
companies miss the chance to sit
in front of a prospect and fully understand their needs. We did it,
and found several untapped new
markets.” Based on these initial

prospect discussions, they went
into customization from the beginning, meeting the “whole product” needs of these customers.
The secret here is to find a product definition
that is below
the
volume
threshold of interest to big
players (such as
Sony and JVC),
with a market
still
large
enough to be
exploited profitably
by
Lumenera. By
w o r k i n g
through the
needs of their
OEM partners,
Lumenera has
found, and begun to exploit, several such markets.
And now, with a solid reputation
and a diversity of base products
available, the company is adding
global distributors to its channel
strategy. The goal is to have local
sales representatives, speaking the
local language, and exhibiting at
local trade shows globally.
Results — The company is
growing rapidly and financing its
own growth. In April, it won the
OCRI award for Technology Company of the Year.
Peter Fillmore is a technology
innovation executive and strategy
advisor. Contact him by E-mail
fillmore@westpark.com

The secret is to find
a product definition
below the threshold
of interest to big
players but with
a market still
large enough to
be exploited.
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Expert Guidance In A World Of Risk.

Technology Firms Already Think We Have
A Winning Recipe For Their Insurance Needs.

{

Well, We’re About To Toss Some Exciting New
Ingredients Into The Mix.

An ability to embrace change is a necessity of success for firms in
technology sectors. Binks understands the ever-changing needs
of technology firms. That’s why we’re about to stir things up with
a few changes of our own.
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